Abstract. We discuss the canonical structure of the collective formulation of Vector Model/Higher Spin Duality in AdS 4 . This involves a construction of bulk AdS Higher Spin fields through a time-like bi-local Map, with a Hamiltonian and canonical structure which are established to all orders in 1/N .
Introduction
One of the simplest non-stringy example of AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] is the duality between vector type models and Higher Spin Gravity in one higher dimension [4, 5] . These dualities are presently a topic of fruitful studies [6, 7, 8, 9] . Higher Spin theories have a long history [10, 11, 12] . Interacting theories of all spins containing Gravity were successfully constructed through a gauge principle [13, 14, 15, 16] .
A construction of Higher Spin/vector model Duality based on collective fields was proposed in [17] . A one-to-one Map was explicitly given in [18, 19] in the light-cone gauge [20] (where HS gravity is the simplest). A similar identification of AdS space in light-cone QCD was developed in [21, 22] . A renormalization group method for bilocal observables is being developed in [23, 24, 25, 26] . The collective method is easily formulated in any time-like frame, and it has been employed explicitly in [27, 28] . A covariant version is also possible with a more general first principle understanding of the Duality [9] .
This concrete AdS/CFT Duality provides insight and allows constructions and studies of issues which otherwise are fairly difficult in HS Gravity and String Theory. One such issue is the procedure for quantization of the theory. In Higher Spin Gravity, Vasiliev's equations of motion are known explicitly but the canonical description of the equation has been only started in [29] . In String theory, this has not been possible at all except in very low dimension.
On the other hand the collective construction naturally contains a canonical picture which, through Duality, also gives the canonical picture of Higher Spin Gravity. For that reason, in this paper we discuss in detail the canonical structure brought in by the Collective/HS Gravity identification. This concerns the form of bulk Higher Spin fields and observables, their exact commutation relations and AdS locality. These will be established systematically in the remainder of this paper. We will first continue in this section with the summary of the method with the the light-cone construction results. This will be followed by detailed construction and study of the canonical timelike Duality.
Basics
The basis of the AdS/CFT lies in the different manifestation of the theory when expanded perturbatively vs when seen through the Large N expansion. Collective field theory is built to implement this picture to all orders in 1/N with a collective representation [30] of the Hamiltonian:
which is systematically given in powers of 1/N.
in terms of collective fields. The main property of collective fields is that they are canonical. i.e.
[Ψ c , Π c ′ ] = δ c,c ′
Here c labels the collective degrees of freedom, with kinematics that depends on the theory. For the case of O(N) vector models, one has the bi-local collective fields Ψ(t; x 1 , x 2 ) defined as
In this case, the collective Hamiltonian is given by
Here V [Ψ] represents the original interaction potential and ∆V represents (known) lower order counter-terms.(a detailed expression can be seen in [8] ) The 1/N series is generated systematically as follows: One first determines the Large N background field Ψ 0 ( x 1 , x 2 ) through minimization of the collective Hamiltonian. Expanding the bi-local field Ψ (t, x 1 , x 2 ) around the background field Ψ 0 (
(2) gives the series of higher vertices interaction vertices:
with a natural star product defined as A ⋆ B ≡ d x 2 A( x 1 , x 2 )B( x 2 , x 3 ) representing a matrix product in bi-local space. To summarize, the two main properties of the collective representation are:
I. The representation features 1/N as a coupling constant, leading to a natural Witten type expansion.
II. Collective fields are exactly canonical, through the commutation relations (3).
The only nontrivial issue with respect to exact duality is the interpretation of the 'collective space' c. This represents a kinematical problem. When interpreted in physical terms, the collective space leads to extra emerging coordinates (as in [31] ) and emerging gravitational and string degrees of freedom ( [32] ). In some relatively simple cases, this 'de-coding' of collective degrees can be completely done. Such is the case of N-component vector theories with dual Higher Spin fields and AdS d+1 . For these one has a one-to-one map between bi-local (collective) degrees of freedom and Higher Spin fields in AdS space-time.
The simplest form of the Map is found in light-cone quantization where it is given explicitly for AdS 4 /CFT 3 in [18] . We give a short summary of the light-cone case since the construction in any other frame will be related. Denoting a sequence of higher spin fields by H s (x + ; x − , x, z), a Fourier transformation with respect to spin s leads to
representing a field on AdS 4 × S 1 . It was established by Metsaev that a representation [20] of SO(2, 3) with all spins can be built on this space-time. To construct a one-to-one map between bi-local and bulk fields, one first builds a transformation [18] from bi-local momentum space to the momentum space ‡ of AdS 4 × S 1 . This is given by the following transformations:
This transformation induces the Map between fields through:
H p + , p, p z , θ = dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 K p + , p, p z , θ; p
Here θ, the conjugate to spin s, is a coordinate for S 1 is treated as a momentum.
where the kernel K is simply
This is built through the inverses of the above (momentum space) transformations. Consequently, this map between fields is one-to-one and invertible. The coordinate space map can be determined from this kernel through the the chain rule. In particular, z H = − ∂ ∂p z dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 K Ψ p
establishes the following identification between the extra AdS 4 coordinate and the relative bi-local space:
By construction, the transformations between coordinates/momenta corresponds to a canonical transformation. This fact has a number of consequences. One can show that the SO(2, 3) generators of AdS 4 higher spin fields [20] correspond to those of the bi-local CFT 3 [18] , namely:
z , θ) = dp + 1 dp 1 dp
for any generator of SO(2, 3). Furthermore, the canonical commutators of collective fields are seen to imply canonical commutation relations in the constructed AdS 4 space. Consider the bi-local field Ψ and its conjugate Π in the momentum space. They satisfy the canonical (bi-local) commutation relation: (18) where (p H(p + , p, p z , θ) = dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 K Ψ
W(p + , p, p z , θ) = dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 K Π
obey canonical commutation relations:
Continuing with the description of the construction, we emphasize the feature that as constructed it is off-shell. Equations of motion and time evolution of the dual theory will be dictated by those of bi-local collective fields Ψ. They are given to all orders in 1/N by the Hamiltonian in (2) . In leading expansion, the (linearized) equations for the bi-local field read:
coming from the leading term in the 1/N expansion of the Hamiltonian (2). This gives the time evolution:
and after the momentum space map, the following leading time evolution for the Higher Spin field H(x + ; p + , p, p z , θ):
and the associated linearized equation of motion:
agree with the Higher Spin equations of Metsaev [20] . Let us now come to another relevant property of this bulk construction, which is the behavior of the constructed AdS fields near the z = 0 boundary. For this, we can proceed to be on-shell and in linearized approximation, and consider the map for the spin s field in particular:
2 )e ix µ pµ dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 J (p
where
is Jacobian of the transformation in (9)∼(12) and
is Jacobi polynomial. We also note that when put on-shell through linearized approximation the Map produces the low spin formulae of [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] .
Using the symmetry of the collective bi-local field Ψ(p
which corresponds to a symmetry of the higher spin field
by the kernel K and performing a change of variables from p
(coming from the delta function), one obtains, after short calculation, the relation:
dp − dp + dp e
where O s (p − , p + , p) is recognized to represent Fourier modes of spin-s primary operators O −−···− (x) of the O(N) model [38, 39] which in terms of the bi-local collective read:
= dp + 1 dp 1 dp + 2 dp 2 J (p
Now one registers the following boundary behavior of H s (x + , x − , x, z):
− dp + dp e
The fact that the collective field map to AdS fields leads, at z = 0, to the conserved primary operators of the CFT is a clear verification of the above bulk construction. This represents a significant consistency check.
Time-like Frame
We can follow the basics of the light-cone construction and give an analogous construction in any other frame. Here we give the details of quantization performed in the time-like frame. Some parts of this construction have appeared before, while some parallel the light-cone case. Nevertheless, the full construction is sufficiently nontrivial so that we find it worthwhile to present it. Regarding the change of (phase space) coordinates from bi-local to AdS, first it is natural to identify the center of momentum of the bi-local space with the momentum of AdS 4 space.
Second, based on light-cone case, we can make use of the same "on-shell" condition adopted for time-like kinematics. This gives the following identification of p z with bilocal momenta:
There is an ambiguity in choosing the sign of p z . We determined p z in a way that the sign of p z is changed when one exchanges p 1 and p 2 . Also, note that
Next, for further identification it is useful to use the second-order Casimir which, for the unitary irreducible representations D(E 0 , s) of SO(2, 3), equals:
where E 0 is the lowest energy and s is the spin. The massless representations are characterized by E 0 = s + 1 and ignoring the ordering term (s + 1 ∼ s) the second-order Casimir for the massless representation is then
where p θ plays the same role as in the light-cone case, namely labeling the internal spin degree of freedom. Comparing this the second-order Casimir with the one expressed in terms of bi-local SO(2, 3) generators, one can express p θ in terms of the bi-local variables. §
Finally, consider the following ansatz for θ conjugate to p θ .
One can confirm that θ and p θ satisfy canonical Poisson bracket
and the Poisson brackets with others vanish. One can also obtain this identification of θ from a polarization vector and a primary operator. (See 3.3) In sum, the identification between the bi-local (momentum) space and AdS 4 × S 1 (momentum) space is
One can consider this identification as a point transformation in momentum space. The Jacobian of the transformation is
Moreover, inverting this transformation one can express bi-local momentum in terms of momenta of AdS 4 × S 1 space. where β a ( p, p z , θ) is given in Appendix A. Using the momentum transformation, one can construct a higher spin field H( p, p z , θ) from a bi-local field Ψ( p 1 , p 2 ).
where a kernel K( p, p z , θ; p 1 , p 2 ) is defined to be
One can also invert the map (44) .
where the inverse kernel
The most important property of this map is again that it preserves the canonical commutation relations but now with AdS kinematics.
Consider the bi-local field Ψ and its conjugate Π in the momentum space satisfying the canonical commutation relation.
where ( p 1 , p 2 ) and ( k 1 , k 2 ) are independent collective degrees of freedom. e.g. p
, and similar for ( k 1 , k 2 ). Through the kernel K( p, p z , θ; p 1 , p 2 ), one can construct H( p, p z , θ) and W( p, p z , θ) from Ψ and Π, respectively.
Then, H( p, p z , θ) and W( p, p z , θ) satisfy canonical commutation relation. i.e.
Using the kernel, one can construct the transformation for the coordinates. The kernel K( p, p z , θ; p 1 , p 2 ) induces the identification of bi-local coordinates ( x 1 , x 2 ) with AdS 4 × S 1 space according to the chain rule. For example,
As a result, the map for AdS 4 × S 1 coordinates in terms of the bi-local variables is given by
By construction, this transformation, (39)∼ (41) and (53)∼ (56), is canonical. i.e.
and others vanish.
Classically, (39)∼(41) and (53)∼(56) corresponds to a canonical transformation from the bi-local space to AdS 4 × S 1 . One can also obtain L ads from L bi-local by this canonical transformation.
Then, setting t = 0 for simplicity, L ads is given by
There is another way to obtain the map between bi-local momentum space and AdS 4 × S 1 momentum space. In [18] , the map was found by comparing generators of AdS 4 and CFT 3 in light-cone gauge. This is the inverse procedure of the derivation in this section. Unfortunately, we do not have a representation of SO (2, 3) for higher spin field in time-like gauge. However, there is alternative way to obtain the generators. In [20] , Metsaev constructed a realization of SO (2, 3) for spin-s current in CFT 3 . One can show that this agrees with a realization of SO (2, 3) for higher spin field in light-cone gauge after manipulating the generators. 1 and x 2 , respectively, one has (53) and (54). Finally, the identification D ads = D bi-local , (53) and (54) give the map for z in (55). Again, it is difficult to derive the map for θ by this identification because θ does not appear in the generators. Instead, using a primary operator and polarization vector, one can find the map for θ. (see 3.3). This result perfectly agrees with the previous result, (39)∼(41) and (53)∼(56).
Linearization
To calculate time evolution of the bi-local collective field, one need to linearize the equation of motion by 1/N expansion. This procedure is standard. Minimizing the collective Hamiltonian, one determines the time-independent background field Ψ 0 ( x, y) given by
and one expands the bi-local collective field around it:
Note that this background field Ψ 0 ( x, y) equals the two-point function of the bi-local composite operator, i.e.
Rescaling momenta Π to get Π ′ conjugate to the fluctuation Ψ
one can systemically expand the Hamiltonian in large N.
Especially, the quadratic Hamiltonian is given by
where the counter term ∆V 2 of order O(N 0 ) will be cancelled with the zero point energy. After Fourier transforming Ψ ′ and Π ′ and shifting them by background field Ψ 0,k in momentum space, one has
where the frequency of the bi-local fluctuation is given by
and the integration is performed over the independent collective degrees of freedom. Hence, the on-shell condition of the bi-local fluctuation Ψ
and, the time evolution of the bi-local collective field Ψ ′ is
where a( p 1 , p 2 ) and a † ( p 1 , p 2 ) are annihilation and creation operators of the bi-local field, respectively.
Like the light-cone case, the time evolution of the higher spin field follows from that of the collective field. For this, it is convenient to consider a map of annihilation and creation operators separately. i.e.
Projection to Currents
Consider Fourier transformation of H ′ ( p, p z , θ).
where ν = ±s (s = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) corresponds to two polarizations. Note that (41) implies that θ is periodic with period π. i.e. θ ∼ θ + π. Therefore, one can deduce that ν is an even integer. Again, consider Fourier transformation of A( p, p z , θ) and A † ( p, p z , θ) separately. For ν = s where s is a non-negative even integer,
where ǫ µ ( p) and ǫ * µ ( p) are polarization vectors defined in Appendix B with
. Repeating a similar calculation for A † , one has
and similar for H −s ( x, z).
For boundary behavior, we introduce H (±)
s ( x, z)
Now, recalling the time evolution of the higher spin field induced from (82), we has the time evolution of (88). Then, we perform a change variable from p z to p 0 = p 2 + (p z ) 2 in the integration to find:
where the operators O s (p; ǫ) and O s (p; ǫ * ) are determined to be:
and H 
. These can be recognized as physical projections of conserved higher spin currents characterizing the UV theory.
The boundary behavior of H
We note that for the special s = 0 case, there exists only one scalar field H 
leads to a symmetry of the higher spin field
Reduction
To confirm agreement with tensor structure of higher spin currents (and similarly with static gauge fixing in AdS) we have to perform a reduction to the physical space which we now present. This reduction follows an analogous reduction performed by Metsaev in the light-cone case to reach the independent higher spin observables. Agreement of such a reduction to physical subspace, with the collective construction, represents a most relevant verification of the collective construction for higher spins.
One packages a spin-s conformal operator with oscillators α's.
O s (x; α) satisfies two equations, the current conservation and traceless condition.
The last one corresponds to spin s condition. To simplify constraints, we introduce M tot .
M tot is motivated by canonical transformation in the Appendix B. Using M tot , we rescale O s (p; α).
where O s (p; α) is Fourier transformation of O s (x; α) to momentum space. Then, (98)∼(100) become three constraints for B s (p; α).
These three equations have two independent solutions of spin s.
Hence, using M tot , one can find a solution of (98)∼(100).
where ǫ(p) is a polarization vector.
Note that the polarization vectors ǫ and ǫ * are null and orthogonal to p.
Inserting ǫ(p) and ǫ * (p) into α, one can determine the physical operators B (a)
where we used (114) and (116). Then, the general solution can be expressed as
Or, one can obtain this solution in a simpler way. O s (p; α) can be written as
Recalling (114)∼(116), one can write flat metric in terms of ǫ and ǫ * by completeness relation.
Then, we insert the completeness relation in each contraction between O In addition, because of (98) and (99), ǫ µ α µ cannot be mixed with ǫ * µ α µ in each term. Therefore, we have
which is exactly same as before. Now, we will obtain the detailed form of the physical primary operators O s (p; ǫ * ) and O s (p; ǫ * ). Useful expressions for primary currents of the free O(N) vector model were given in [38, 39, 40, 6, 41] . Or, using SO(2, 3) algebra only, one can obtain ClebschGordan coefficients for SO (2, 3) , and can derive the same result.
Fourier transformation gives
where p 0 > 0 and p µ a = (| p a | , p a ) for a = 1, 2. For physical operator (see (117)), by inserting ǫ( p) and ǫ * ( p) into α, one can obtain the same formula as (93) and (94), respectively.
After manipulating, one can also express the physical operators as
where Θ( p 1 , p 2 ) is the same (up to sign) as the ansatz (37) for the identification of θ coordinate with bi-local momenta in the 3. In fact, one can naturally derive the identification of θ from the primary operator in this way. ¶
Conclusions
In this paper, we have summarized (and elaborated further on) the canonical properties of the collective field construction of Vector Model/Higher Spin Duality. In particular, in time-like quantization a Map between bi-local collective fields and Higher Spin fields is established first. As we have explained here, one has the gauge 'reduced' canonical Higher Spin fields which for all spins are summarized as a scalar field on AdS 4 × S 1 , a space on which a massless representation of SO(2, 3) can be specified. It is then demonstrated that the Map implies canonical commutation relations for the constructed AdS fields. These relations are exact to all orders in 1/N and are seen to follow from the canonical property of the collective fields. As such the relations do not need modification or improvement in each order of the Large N expansion. This is one of the central properties of the collective construction. As such the present exact construction might be of relevance in the study of horizon properties of Black Hole states following recent consideration of [42, 43, 44] . It will also be interesting to apple the canonical-bulk construction to Dualties involving Minimal Models [8] .Finally we would like to stress that the collective constructions are exact in the perturbative sense defined by the 1/N expansion. In construction from CFT, one also encounters another issue which comes under the name of the 'finite N exclusion' [45] . In the collective approach, this represents the fact that the collective field variables represent an overcomplete set at finite N. Consequences of this on the emergent AdS space time were already considered in [46] and recently in [47] . In the present Vector model case an elegant Hilbert space implementation of the 'exclusion principle' is presented in [28] .
where ω ≡ (p z ) 2 + p 2 .
Appendix B. Polarization vector ǫ
Consider (6 + 6) dimensional phase space.
and others vanish. We have two constraints, conservation law and traceless condition.
To simplify two constraints, we introduce two canonical transformation T 1 and T 2 .
where the canonical transformation T 1 is defined to be
and the canonical transformation T 2 is given bȳ
13)
14)
where q ≡ − p µ p µ , k ≡ p i p i and
Under T 1 and T 2 , the conservation law is transformed as follows.
Moreover, the transformation of the traceless condition is
where f (p,γ) is an unimportant function of p µ andγ. One can easily solve (B.24) and (B.25). The first solution is
Then, the remaining dynamical variables are ( x; γ 1 ). Especially, one can inverse transform γ 1 into original phase space.
where ǫ(p) is the null polarization vector found in (113).
There is another solution of (B.24) and (B.25). where ǫ * (p) is a null polarization of this solution and is complex conjugate of (B.28).
Appendix C. Representation of SO (2, 3)
Appendix C.1. Covariant Realization A covariant realization of SO(2, 3) generators acting on totally symmetric conformal operators of spin s is given by [20] . The condition ∆ = s+1 is required because the conservation equation needs to commute with all SO(2, 3) generators (especially, K µ ). (C.60)
(C.61)
